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 Objective of the Event





Helping to figure out what you want out of your education, your life, and who you are?
Determining the next steps in a plan that you will develop to ensure you achieve your
goals.
Identifying the factors that are currently influencing your career development.



About Expert

 Mr. Kamlesh Sajnani has done his Masters in Commerce and has rich experience
within the service industry having worked with Taj Air Caterers (Indian Hotels),
Mumbai and Saudi Arabian Airlines for about ten years. In 1994, he took over the
reins of IMS, it was a small time a distance learning organization. Under Mr. Sajnani,
IMS has expanded to a Multiple Test Training portfolio with on ground operations in
more than 90 cities nationally training more than 50000 students annually. IMS has
further branched into formal education and has a Management College - Praxis
Business School in Kolkata in 2007, which operates as a fully immersive facility for
students from across the country spread across a 10-acre residential campus..

 About Expert session
 All the students while starting their UG programme think about what should they do
next? What are the possibilities that lies ahead for them? Is the branch which they
selected right for them?
 These are some of the common questions that students think about a lot. This session
helped the students to clear some of these dilemmas as Mr Kamlesh Sajnani briefed

the students about the steps to be taken now by them, so that they have amazing
future opportunities.
 The ice breaking introduction by Mr Kamlesh Sajnani was humorous and the students
got immediately hooked and started paying deep attention to the speaker. The session
started explaining the correlation between Engineering and Finance Management. Mr
Sajnani said that a country can only progress when the private sector is developed.
He exemplified his point by stating the loss making Air India and other government
organizations.

He motivated the students to be entrepreneurs and set up more

companies to create more job opportunities
 Further he stressed the need of elected government have a proper planning and
implement them for the well being of the citizen thus increasing the per capita income
at par with the developed countries. It was truly strange to know that the biggest
corporate entity of India has much low turnover than US giants like Starbucks and
Walmart
 He has requested young Engineers not to run after money immediately after their
graduation. This lure for money persuades them to leave the country and find a job
abroad. He suggested to equip themselves with additional qualifications like MBA or
Mtech. However, he suggested to get scholarships for studies abroad which has
wider scope than paid courses. Also he suggested having a belief in oneself and keep
on trying for opportunities.
 When mentioning about the methodology of learning, he emphasised the need to
learn smart work, which is the key to success. Indians are known for their hard work.
However in the changed scenario, it is not hard work but smart work that pays.
Following are the countries and its peculiarities that one should keep in mind when selecting a
study abroad programme:





America – Technologically advanced
Norway – Free Education
Germany – No Education Fee
Netherlands, France – Best for fashion design courses

Mr. Sajnani finished his talk by saying that good planning and the clarity about what one wants
in his life makes the career path more easy and smooth.

